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During the week of 09/07/95 through 09/14/95, the following items were done by Investigator David R. 

Montague of the ARRB:* Visited FinCEN to tour their facility & familiarize myself with their intelligence 

capabilities* Visited Archives II to view the autopsy photos & x-rays of JFK, as well as work on a 

school/employment records audit of LHO exhibits held in the JFK Collection there* Met with Anne & David to 

discuss performing intelligence gathering activities in my official capacity-while using my home connection, I 

will only gather intelligence (Netscape & Gophers)-while using the ARRB's connection I will communicate with 

the public when appropriate (CompuServe)* Performed intelligence gathering activities using the Netscape 

web browser to identify home pages of JFK related information* Reviewed the film "The JFK Conspiracy" to 

familiarize myself with ARRB activities* Met with Kevin to discuss DEA-6 report format & that agency's filing 

system* Performed a review of files given by Anne in order to participate in a strategy session with her re:how 

I will manage my case load as efficiently & effectively as possible * Acquired ARRB AT&T calling card * 

Scheduled date for briefing at DOJ* Scheduled tentative date for scif orientation with Noelle* Received 

training from Anne on usage of Gumshoe database* Experimented with the various aspects of the ARRB 

computer system to gain familiarity* Met with Anne & Tom to discuss possibilities for reaching the greatest 

number of people when we visit Dallas* Began analysis of the book "Pictures Of The Pain" to familiarize myself 

with aspects of Dealey Plaza* Performed a strategic analysis for creating a format to adequately account for 

photo, audio, film & other sensory material associated w/Dealey Plaza-working with Chet & David to 

implement* Performed a cross-verification of the movie "Who Killed JFK?...Facts, Not Fiction" against the 

book "Pictures Of The Pain" to identify any possible names not listed in the book's index of Dealey Plaza SOIs* 

Reviewed the transcript of the Public Meeting held on 03/24/95 in Boston for familiarity* Reviewed the 

transcript of the Public Meeting held on 11/18/94 in Dallas for familiarity w/testimony given by Mrs. Beverly 

Oliver Massegee aka:"Babushka Lady" & Jim Marrs to cooberate against her statements made during her 

phone interview re:possibly new assassination records(see call report dated 09/14/95)* Performed phone 

interview of historian Mark Oaks of Dallas area re:submittal of approximately 7 hours of video tape & some 

audio tape dealing with Dealey Plaza (see call report dated 09/13/95)-prepared draft of letter to Oaks 

(submitted for final)
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